




2021 has been a year of healing from the 2021 has been a year of healing from the 
effects of Covid-19, which is why we decided effects of Covid-19, which is why we decided 

for this year’s theme of the Spectrum for this year’s theme of the Spectrum 
Literary Magazine to be “Healing”. I would like Literary Magazine to be “Healing”. I would like 

to start off by saying thank you to all the to start off by saying thank you to all the 
Morris Knolls Students who sent in Morris Knolls Students who sent in 

submissions for this year’s Spectrum submissions for this year’s Spectrum 
Literary Magazine. Without you, there would Literary Magazine. Without you, there would 

be no magazine. Secondly I would like to thank be no magazine. Secondly I would like to thank 
Mr. Collinsworth for overseeing this project Mr. Collinsworth for overseeing this project 
and steering everyone in the right direction. and steering everyone in the right direction. 
Thank you to Gabe Dokus for creating this Thank you to Gabe Dokus for creating this 
year’s cover. Lastly, Thank you to Payton year’s cover. Lastly, Thank you to Payton 

Taylor for creating the layout and completing Taylor for creating the layout and completing 
the final product. the final product. 
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I see magic everywhere.I see magic everywhere.

It wiggles through the soil with the worms,It wiggles through the soil with the worms,
It seeps into the hottest part of our core,It seeps into the hottest part of our core,

And erupts with the lava that seeks to destroy.And erupts with the lava that seeks to destroy.
There is magic in the Earth.There is magic in the Earth.

Through the river, it runs;Through the river, it runs;
With the waves, it washes; With the waves, it washes; 
From the sink, it splashes;From the sink, it splashes;

There is magic in the water.There is magic in the water.

It flows from your fingers to your toes;It flows from your fingers to your toes;
It screams and shatters, smoldering from the ashes of It screams and shatters, smoldering from the ashes of 

anger;anger;

I See Magic EverwhereI See Magic Everwhere



It giggles and glides, manifesting as grins of glee;It giggles and glides, manifesting as grins of glee;
There is magic within.There is magic within.

I find magic in the essence of our reality,I find magic in the essence of our reality,
In the rules of our world.In the rules of our world.

From the complexity of our tangled emotions From the complexity of our tangled emotions 
To the pretty picture of the strangers that pass To the pretty picture of the strangers that pass 

byby
To the sun that decided to rise- To the sun that decided to rise- 

I see magic everywhere,I see magic everywhere,

Do you see it?Do you see it?
Can you feel that?Can you feel that?

By Grace HaagBy Grace Haag



Summer is getting to be with friends,Summer is getting to be with friends,
And knowing a great night doesn’t have to end,And knowing a great night doesn’t have to end,

Summer is constant laughs,Summer is constant laughs,
Keeping memories alive with photographs,Keeping memories alive with photographs,

Summer is about dreams, Summer is about dreams, 
Watching the stars and seeing their gleam, Watching the stars and seeing their gleam, 

Summer is being with the one, Summer is being with the one, 
That loves you a ton,That loves you a ton,

Summer is staying up late,Summer is staying up late,
Being with the one, who makes it feel like fate,Being with the one, who makes it feel like fate,

Summer is talking all night on the phone, Summer is talking all night on the phone, 
Never wanting to be alone,Never wanting to be alone,

SUMMER IS...SUMMER IS...



Summer is the salty sea, Summer is the salty sea, 
Sipping on some cold ice tea, Sipping on some cold ice tea, 

Summer is letting your worries wash away with the tides,Summer is letting your worries wash away with the tides,
And waiting for the adventures that hide, And waiting for the adventures that hide, 

Summer is not having any regrets,Summer is not having any regrets,
Telling yourself, it’s okay if I forget,Telling yourself, it’s okay if I forget,

Summer is trying new things, Summer is trying new things, 
Feeling free, like you have wings.Feeling free, like you have wings.

Summer is all about fun,Summer is all about fun,
Spending so much time in the sun,Spending so much time in the sun,

But there’s one thing in life you never forget,But there’s one thing in life you never forget,
That is, if something goes wrong, don’t break a sweat,That is, if something goes wrong, don’t break a sweat,

Just go in the water, and get a little wet.Just go in the water, and get a little wet.

By : AnonymousBy : Anonymous



You are the hundred pound weight on my chest,You are the hundred pound weight on my chest,
The reason I wake up in the morning,The reason I wake up in the morning,

and don’t see the point in getting out of bed.and don’t see the point in getting out of bed.
You are the light switch flickering in my head.You are the light switch flickering in my head.

I can try to turn you off,I can try to turn you off,
And act like you don’t exist,And act like you don’t exist,

But you’re always there,But you’re always there,
Hovering in the corner of my mind.Hovering in the corner of my mind.

This is what you want right?This is what you want right?
You want to build up all of my hopes and dreams,  You want to build up all of my hopes and dreams,  

Just to take them all away from me,Just to take them all away from me,
One by one.One by one.

You want to make everyday feel like a chore,You want to make everyday feel like a chore,
 Like sleeping all day might be easier, Like sleeping all day might be easier,

Easier than coping with this emptiness,Easier than coping with this emptiness,
that topples over me,that topples over me,

Like the waves in a rip tide.Like the waves in a rip tide.

That’s the thing they tell you about mental illness,That’s the thing they tell you about mental illness,
“It’s just a mindset, let it go,”“It’s just a mindset, let it go,”

but they never warn you about the sleepless nights,but they never warn you about the sleepless nights,
The staring at your ceiling for hours on end,The staring at your ceiling for hours on end,

just wishing you could feel okay again.just wishing you could feel okay again.
The people around you don’t understand,The people around you don’t understand,

“Why are you so sad,”“Why are you so sad,”
They ask,They ask,

“You have so many good things going for you.”“You have so many good things going for you.”

I don’t know why I’m sad,I don’t know why I’m sad,
I don’t know how to explain to people,I don’t know how to explain to people,

This constant feeling of dread,This constant feeling of dread,
Hibernating in the pit of my stomach.Hibernating in the pit of my stomach.

I try to speak,I try to speak,
open up about the feelings I hold inside,open up about the feelings I hold inside,

But all I can get out is,But all I can get out is,
“I’m just tired.”“I’m just tired.”

“Dear Depression”“Dear Depression”



Except it’s true, I am tired.Except it’s true, I am tired.
I’m tired of feeling on top of the world,I’m tired of feeling on top of the world,

Like I can overcome you,Like I can overcome you,
Just to have you creep back in,Just to have you creep back in,

To remind me that you will always be here,To remind me that you will always be here,
You will always be the loud voice,You will always be the loud voice,

Reassuring me that there’s nothing,Reassuring me that there’s nothing,
Nothing I can do to replace you.Nothing I can do to replace you.

I’m tired of the motivation you take from me,I’m tired of the motivation you take from me,
Completing my missing assignments,Completing my missing assignments,

It’s optional you tell me.It’s optional you tell me.
Tidying up the dirty laundry,Tidying up the dirty laundry,

Covering my entire bedroom floor,Covering my entire bedroom floor,
It’s optional you tell me.It’s optional you tell me.

You leave me with so many unfinished goals,You leave me with so many unfinished goals,
So many unfinished tasks,So many unfinished tasks,

That at the end of the day,That at the end of the day,
All i’m left to credit myself for,All i’m left to credit myself for,

Is staying alive.Is staying alive.

The truth is,The truth is,
I’m just tired of you.I’m just tired of you.

You’ve ruined so many opportunities,You’ve ruined so many opportunities,
So many productive days,So many productive days,

And it’s time for me to let you go.And it’s time for me to let you go.
You’ve made your mark on me depression,You’ve made your mark on me depression,

But I won’t let you define me anymore,But I won’t let you define me anymore,
So I’m saying goodbye to you.So I’m saying goodbye to you.

I’m fighting against your harsh words,I’m fighting against your harsh words,
Your tactics that leave me bruised,Your tactics that leave me bruised,

And feeling unworthy.And feeling unworthy.
I will overcome you,I will overcome you,

But in order to do that,But in order to do that,

 Depression, Depression,
It’s about time you see the door.It’s about time you see the door.

By : AnonymousBy : Anonymous
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